Year 5 Learning from Home
Summer 2
Week 7

Year 5 Learning from Home – Weekly Overview
Each week, the Learning from Home activities will include:

Daily English, Maths, Physical Activity and Reading for Pleasure

At least three Foundation Subject activities

A weekly Art/DT activity

Spelling focus – set on Spelling Shed
Week 7 Learning from Home Overview
Monday
Suggested
time of day

Subject

AM
AM
PM
Your choice
Your choice

English
Maths
Computing
Reading
Physical Activity

when
complete

Focus

Text Analysis- Poetry
Regular and Irregular Polygons
E-Safety Booklet
Reading for Pleasure
Zumba playlist on YouTube

Tuesday
Suggested
time of day

Subject

AM
AM
PM
Your choice
Your choice

English
Maths
PSHE
Reading
Physical Activity

when
complete

Focus

Poetry Planning
Reasoning about 3D shapes
Article 30
Reading for Pleasure
Zumba playlist on YouTube

Wednesday
Suggested
time of day

Subject

AM
AM
PM
Your choice
Your choice

English
Maths
RE
Reading
Physical Activity

Suggested
time of day

Subject

AM
AM
PM
Your choice
Your choice

English
Maths
History
Reading
Physical Activity

when
complete

Focus

Poetry Writing
Reflections
Personal Beliefs
Reading for Pleasure
Zumba playlist on YouTube

Thursday
when
complete

Focus

Street Child Comprehension
Translations
Fall of the Aztec Empire
Reading for Pleasure
Zumba playlist on YouTube

Friday
Suggested
time of day

AM
AM
PM
PM
Your choice
Your choice

Subject

English
Maths
Music
Friday
Challenge
Reading
Physical Activity

Focus

when
complete

Summer SPaG Recap and Review
Arithmetic and Review of Learning
Found Music
Afternoon Tea
Reading for Pleasure
Zumba playlist on YouTube

*Video Tutorials
Video tutorials published by White Rose Maths will be available each day – the link for session
tutorials will be included as part of the daily activities in this pack
Additional resources: TT Rockstars, My Maths, Prodigy, ReadTheory, Spelling Shed*

Year 5 Summer 2 Spellings
Please continue to use Spelling Shed to practise your spellings.
Assignments will be available on Spelling Shed each Monday and will include the
5 words for that week (see table below).
If you can, ask an adult to test you on these words at the end of each week.
This week’s spellings are:

Week

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Week 5

5EB List 1
5LR List 2
Words to practise

Week

5EB List 2
5LR List 1
Words to practise

suppose

determine

special

determination

minute

Week 2

restaurant

circular

recommendation

strange

naughty

although

marvellous

though

recommended

thought

Week 3

aggression

clumsy

necessary

therefore

professional

calendar

temperature

business

consideration

spacious

Week 4

perceive

glorious

relevant

courage

prospective

humour

reflection

dramatic

production

interfere

Week 5

separate

automatic

patience

submarine

received

Street Child
Now that you are all up and running with Microsoft Teams, we have uploaded
recordings of us reading our Class Novel.
You will find them in Class Materials  Street Child.
Please make sure you are listening. If you have your own copies, please read
along.

Film Trailer
Imagine they are making street child into a film. We would like you to write the voiceover to the
film trailer. Think carefully about the key ‘interesting’ parts of the story but don’t give it all away
to make people want to watch the movie. Watch the Mulan 2 movie trailer for inspiration:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gWf2Cg00kD0.

Year 5
Monday 13th July 2020
English

Types of Poetry

Poetry
Poetry is a form of literature and a very wide genre of writing. It is a form of imaginative
writing that can be written by anybody. People choose to write poetry based on many
different things. Expressing thoughts and feelings about something in a creative way is what
poetry is all about.
The main aim of poetry is to involve and stimulate the thoughts of the reader. Poetry can
connect with a reader on an emotional level too.
Poetry has many different forms, and can be written in many different ways. They can be
short or long, fun or sad, real or imagined, structured or unstructured, rhyming or not. There
is a lot of freedom when writing poetry and because of this, the writer is able to express their
thoughts and feelings in very unique ways.
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The Broken-Legg’d Man by John Mackey Shaw
I saw the other day when I went shopping in the store
A man I hadn't ever, ever seen in there before,
A man whose leg was broken and who leaned upon a crutchI asked him very kindly if it hurt him very much.
"Not at all!" said the broken-legg'd man.
I ran around behind him for I thought that I would see
The broken leg all bandaged up and bent back at the knee;
But I didn't see the leg at all, there wasn't any there,
So I asked him very kindly if he had it hid somewhere.
"Not at all!" said the broken-legg'd man.
"Then where," I asked him, "is it? Did a tiger bite it off?
Or did you get your foot wet when you had a nasty cough?
Did someone jump down on your leg when it was very new?
Or did you simply cut it off because you wanted to?"
"Not at all!" said the broken-legg'd man.
"What was it then?" I asked him, and this is what he said:

Task: Read ‘The Broken Legg’d Man’ by John Mackey
Shaw and answer the following questions.
1. What is the poem about?
2. Does the poem rhyme?
Copy all of the rhyming words that you can find in
the poem.
3. What is your favourite word or phrase in the poem?
Explain why you like it.
4. What is your least favourite word or phrase in the
poem? Explain why you don’t like it.
5. How does the poem make you feel? Explain your
answer.
6. Does the poem follow a repeating pattern or rhythm?
You may need to count syllables, words or lines.
7. Does the poem contain any of the following:
 Repetition of words or phrases?
 Onomatopoeia?
 Alliteration?
8. How does the poem make you feel? Explain your
answer.
9. Who would you recommend this poem to? Explain
your answer.

"I crossed a busy crossing when the traffic light was red;
A big black car came whizzing by and knocked me off my feet."
"Of course you looked both ways," I said, "before you crossed the
street."
"Not at all!" said the broken-legg'd man.
"They rushed me to the hospital right quickly," he went on,
"And when I woke in nice white sheets I saw my leg was gone;
That's why you see me walking now on nothing but a crutch."
"I'm glad," said I, "you told me, and I thank you very much!"
"Not at all!" said the broken-legg'd man.
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Year 5
13.7.20
Maths- Regular and irregular polygons
Please choose your own level of challenge. You can mix between the levels if you wish. We
would like to complete at least 10 questions, but of course you may do more if you wish!

Have a go at the daily flashback:
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White Rose Maths have provided a video tutorial to support you in
your Learning from Home: https://vimeo.com/434626861
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Year 5
Monday 13th July 2020
Computing- E-safety Booklet
Task:
In computing this half term, we have been looking at many ways in which we can stay safe online and use
the internet responsibly. Your task today is to produce a booklet to summarise everything you have learnt.
We have learnt about:
 Spam
 Cite your sources
 Passwords
 False Photography
 Online Safety Story
 Communicating with Others
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Year 5
Tuesday 14th July 2020
English

Tomorrow you are going to write your own poem about your experiences since we have been learning
from home. In your work today you may find rhyming words or lines which you choose to use tomorrow,
keep note of these to help you.

Activity 1
Note down your own thoughts and feelings about lockdown. To begin
with write down anything which comes into your head. It doesn’t have
to fit a rhyme scheme yet!

Activity 2
Complete the rhyming ideas mind map with one more idea e.g. bike
ride/outside. Think about the things which you have done most over
this time and use the examples to help you.

When writing it’s important to value your own thoughts and feelings
but sometimes we can still get stuck for ideas! Here are some ideas to
help:
•List things you’ve done or observed during your time in lock down,
even the boring things like brushing your teeth!
•List what things have you found: different, new, old, fun, scary, weird
and why?
•What things you are looking forward to doing in the near future?
•What have missed most during lock down?
•What have you enjoyed most?
•Who have you been listening or speaking to and how? Have you
been Face Timing? Texting? Phone calls? What have the
conversations been about?
•Keep a journal of your thoughts, feelings and experiences on paper,
laptop or phone
•Find extra words on thesaurus.com (the more you have the easier it
is to think of ideas)
•Find rhyming words on rhymezone.com
•Take photos or keep a video journal, these will help inspire ideas to
write about!
•Borrow ideas and be inspired by other people, but make them better
in your own way!
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Activity 3
Complete the rhyming ladder, use the example to help you.
Challenge- can you add another 2 sentences using your own rhyming words from activity 2?
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Year 5
14.7.20
Maths- Reasoning about 3D shapes
Please choose your own level of challenge. You can mix between the levels if you wish. We
would like to complete at least 10 questions, but of course you may do more if you wish!

Have a go at the daily flashback:
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White Rose Maths have provided a video tutorial to support you in
your Learning from Home: https://vimeo.com/434626976
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Year 5
Tuesday 14th July 2020
PSHE- Article 30

Article 30 - Minority or indigenous groups, culture,
language
and
Every child
hasreligion
the right to learn and
use the language, customs and
religion of their family whether or not
these are shared by the majority of
the people in the country where
they live.
Watchhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=mmOU5fTJ3NQ
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ACTIVITIES -

YOU DON’T NEED TO DO EVERY SINGLE ACTIVITY BUT IF
YOU HAVE TIME YOU CAN DO MORE THAN ONE.






Can you find out
how to say ‘”Hello,
how are you?”’ in 5
different languages.
Share with friends
and see how many
other people know.

What does it mean to be
from a minority or indigenous
group? Find out what the
words mean and then think
about which minority groups
there are in the UK. Why do
you think Article 30 is
important and how does it
link to last week’s work on
Article 2?

Do you know any
traditional dances?
Research these
safely online or ask
a friend or grown
up to teach you
and practise the
steps.

Find 10 characters
from your favourite
books. Do they
come from a range
of cultures or are
they all just like
you?

What does it mean to be
from a minority or indigenous
group? Find out what the
words mean and then think
about which minority groups
there are in the UK. Why do
you think Article 30 is
important and how does it
link to our previous learning
on Article 2?
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Writing Task / Assignment:
An assignment has been set on Microsoft Teams
Please login to Microsoft teams to submit your writing for feedback.
You may complete your writing online using the template document provided.
Alternatively, you may wish to take a photograph of a handwritten piece of work
and upload this for feedback.

Focus / Name of Task: Hortense and The Shadow Narrative

Hello Year 5,
We have been really proud of the
effort you have been putting into
your writing each week. We
enjoyed reading your Hortense
and the Shadow traditional tales.
Your task today is to write your
own rhyming poem to express your
thoughts and feelings about your
time in lockdown. Think about how
you could explain this time to
someone in the future.
Please refer to the content in your LfH pack for Wednesday
to support you in completing this week’s writing task. We
would like you to use the slides of the story to help inspire
your ideas. Use your plan, the support slide and the
WAGOLL video to support you in your writing.
You will find a copy of the support slides, WAGOLL and
Tuesday’s planning documents attached.
We look forward to reading your poems,
Miss Brown and Miss Ratcliffe
Supporting Resources:
 Support Slide (page 21)
 WAGOLL (video link on support slide page 21)
 Tuesday’s planning resources (page 13 and 14)
 A word document template for you to write on (available on MS teams)
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Year 5
Wednesday 15th July 2020
English

WAGOLL
https://youtu.be/7BGo2YGDCGA

Task- Your task today is to write a rhyming poem to express your thoughts and
feelings about your time in lockdown. How could you explain this time to someone in
the future?
Language Features
 Alliteration-Alliteration is a poetic device that uses the same
letter sound at the start of adjacent or closely connected words
in a sentence. E.g. competitive cards
 Figurative Language- Figurative language is a language that
is used non-literally to create a special meaning. It often has
different meaning or intentions beyond the ways in which the
word or phrase is typically used.
 Imagery- Imagery is a way of using figurative language in order
to represent ideas, actions or objects. It is largely about painting
a picture in the reader's mind using the five sense.
 Metaphor- A metaphor is a figure of speech that symbolically
represents an object, place, or concept by comparing it to a
different object, place, or concept. E.g. the house was a zoo.
 Onomatopoeia- Onomatopoeia is a type of word that sounds
like what it is describing. E.g. bang, pow, smash, crash.
 Personification- Personification is a type of figurative language
which gives an animal, plant or object human characteristics.
 Repetition- A word or phrase which is repeated throughout the
poem to help create patterns.
 Rhyme- The repetition of similar sounds in words, usually at the
end of the word. Most often seen in poems and songs.
 Rhythm- Rhythm is the repetition of a pattern of sounds in
poetry.
 Simile- A simile is a literary device that directly compares two
things to show the similarities between the two - A simile will
include the words 'like' or 'as'. E.g. my brother eats like a pig

Structure
 Write in verses/stanzas.
 Each line starts with a capital.
 End each line with a piece of
punctuation, it is usually a
comma.

Rhyming Ideas
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Year 5
15.7.20
Maths- Reflection
Please choose your own level of challenge. You can mix between the levels if you wish. We
would like to complete at least 10 questions, but of course you may do more if you wish!

Have a go at the daily flashback:
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White Rose Maths have provided a video tutorial to support you in
your Learning from Home: https://vimeo.com/434627078
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Year 5
Wednesday 15th July 2020
Art

Recap- A few weeks ago you learnt how to create realistic
rooms (below is the instructions you followed). Today your task
is to use what you have learnt about illusions to create a
realistic drawing of the workhouse as described in Street Child.

1 Draw a wall in the middle of your page
and lightly mark your vanishing point in
the centre of the wall.

2 Draw lines from each of the corners of
the wall to create the floor and
ceiling. Make sure they run to the
vanishing point.

3 Draw a door in the far wall.

4 Draw another wall and create the floor
and ceiling lines, just as you did for the
first room.

5 Draw another door in the far wall. This
door can either lead outside or to
another room.

6 Now that you have your basic outline,
you can add detail to your interior.
What else could you add?
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If you find it difficult to draw the lines you may use the templates below:

26
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Year 5
Thursday 16th July 2020
English
A recording of our Class Novel is available on Microsoft Teams
Please login to Microsoft teams and listen to the recording of our class novel. If you have
your own copy, please read along with us.

Please make sure you have listened to or read:
Chapter 24 – Looking for a doctor
Chapter 25 – The Ragged School
Chapter 26 – Goodbye, Bruvver
A copy of each chapter is on Teams.

1

Chapter 24
What does ‘pecked’ tell you about
how shrimps ate?

Chapter 25
What does the word ‘ragged’ suggest
about the school?

6

2

What is a pauper?

7

Why were the words ‘like stones in his
throat.’?

3

Name three things that Jim did to help
Shrimps.

8

Who are the ‘skinny helpless
sparrows.’?

4

Why doesn’t Jim want to visit the
Ragged school for help?

9

Why wouldn’t the woman help Jim?
Fully explain.

5

Why do you think that Shrimps is terrified 10 Why does the author repeat that
of the hospital?
Shrimps’ hand is cold so many times
throughout the chapter? What does
this do?
Chapter 26

11 Who is Samuel?
12 Why is the chapter called ‘Goodbye Bruvver’? Explain fully.
13 Where do all the other street boys live?
14 How can you tell that Jim is upset? Use evidence from the text.
15 What is a ‘tarpaulin.’?
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Year 5
16.7.20
Maths- Translation
Please choose your own level of challenge. You can mix between the levels if you wish. We
would like to complete at least 10 questions, but of course you may do more if you wish!

Have a go at the daily flashback:
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White Rose Maths have provided a video tutorial to support you in
your Learning from Home: https://vimeo.com/434627281
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Year 5
Thursday 16th June 2020
History- Fall of the Aztec Empire
During the 16th century, lots of European countries, especially England
and Spain, were embarking on voyages of discovery to explore new lands
and bring back riches such as gold, silver, spices, silk and other goods.
Adventurers, explorers and privateers would travel in ships like this, often
under the commission of their king or queen, to claim new lands and bring
back as many riches as they could.

In 1519, a Spanish ‘conquistador’ (an adventurer and soldier) called Hernán
Cortés landed in Mesoamerica with 508 soldiers. This area had only just been
discovered by Europeans and Cortés had heard that the area had gold. He
was on a mission to find as much of it as he could. When he reached
Mesoamerica, he headed straight for Tenochtitlan, the Aztecs’ largest city.

At this time, the Aztecs were ruled by the emperor Moctezuma. There had
long since been a belief amongst the Aztecs that the snake-god
Quetzalcoatl (say Kwet-sel-co-ottle) would return on his name-day and that
his appearance would signal the end of the world. It just so happened that
Cortés and his soldiers landed in Mesoamerica on Quetzalcoatl’s name-day.

This strange coincidence convinced Moctezuma that Cortés was actually the
god Quetzalcoatl. He sent him riches and gifts in the hope that he would leave,
but Cortés, encouraged by all the gold he had been given, continued straight to
Tenochtitlan. Moctezuma’s belief was strengthened by the appearance of the
white men and their beards, as well as the soldiers on horseback. The Aztecs
had never seen horses and some sources say that they believed that the men
and horses were one strange creature.
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Because Moctezuma believed Cortés to be a god, when he reached
Tenochtitlan he was welcomed and invited to stay in the palace. Cortés and his
men were showered with gifts. However, when the Spaniards saw that the
Aztecs offered human sacrifices to their gods, they were appalled. They
thought they were barbaric and that they should abandon their beliefs to follow
the Catholic faith of Spain. This angered the Aztecs and the Spaniards were
angered when the Aztecs refused to abandon their beliefs and rituals.

Cortés had to leave Tenochtitlan on another mission but he
returned a few months later. By this time, he had seen what
riches the land had to offer and had decided that he would try to
conquer the Aztecs and claim their land for Spain. He returned
with 13 ship and had gathered more troops on his way. As he
marched to Tenochtitlan, lots of warriors from neighbouring
areas joined him as they didn’t like the Aztecs and wanted them
defeated. Any villages who did not join Cortés were destroyed.
The small towns and villages were no match for Spanish army.

Cortés and his army marched into Tenochtitlan. They destroyed the
temples, the houses, the canals and killed thousands of people. Aztec
warriors were not trained to kill in battle. Their goal was to capture
people alive to offer as sacrifices. They believed that wasting human
life was sinful. When they saw how the Spanish killed anyone they
saw, they were appalled. Their warriors and weapons were no match
for Cortés.

The siege against the Aztecs lasted for almost three months. As well
as guns, swords and cannons, the Spanish accidentally brought
another weapon with them - smallpox. This disease had been brought
over from Spain and the Aztecs had never been exposed to it before,
so their immune systems didn’t know how to fight against the virus.
Within three months, most of the Aztecs had been killed either in battle
or because of smallpox.

A new city was built in Tenochtitlan, which is now known as Mexico City. Most of the Aztecs were wiped
out although a few did remain. Those that survived became slaves to build the new city.
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As tensions between the Aztecs grew, it became clear that a different way of life was partly to blame for
the fighting.

The emperor Moctezuma was killed during the riots. He was in his palace
with the Spanish soldiers. There was an angry crowd of Aztecs below
who were trying to attack the Spanish. When Moctezuma went out onto
the balcony to try and calm the crowd he was killed. What is in question is
how this happened. At the time, the Spanish stated that a rock that was
thrown by the crowd hit him on the head and killed him. The Aztecs,
however, stated that he was stabbed in the back by Cortés.

Bronze Task:
Cut out the events in the fall of the Aztec empire and order them in the correct time order.
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Silver and Gold Task:
Create a storyboard of the events of the fall of the Aztec empire. Use the events in the bronze task to help
you with each stage.
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Year 5
Friday 17th July 2020
English
SPaG Recap and Review
For today’s SPaG learning we would like you to try questions on all of the topics we have covered
throughout our learning from home in the Summer term. If you find that you need to recap some of
the topics, then you can watch the following tutorials and video links:
 Sentence Types- MS Teams Tutorial (Summer 1 Week 1)


Clauses and Relative Clauses- MS Teams Tutorial (Summer 1 Week 2)



Modal Verbs- MS Teams Tutorial (Summer 1 Week 3



Adverbs to indicate degrees of possibility- MS Teams Tutorial (Summer 1 Week 4)



Use of commas to avoid ambiguity- MS Teams Tutorial (Summer 1 Week 5)



Direct and Reported Speech- https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zb2wjhv



Suffixes-https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z8mxrwx/articles/zwgbcwx



Prefixes-https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/english-ks2-wonderful-wordsprefixes/zknd7nb



Perfect present tense- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o1_0Gz4uRKo



Past perfect and future perfect tense- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GTLRZ1vyxjw



Cohesion-https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pt1q2RZ_n9Q&t=49s
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Sentence Types
1

2

Clauses and Relative Clauses
3

37

4

Model Verbs
5

6

Adverbs to Indicate Degrees of Possibility
7

38

8

Commas to Avoid Ambiguity
9

10

Direct and Reported Speech
11

12
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Suffixes
13

14

Prefixes
15

40

16

Perfect Present, Past Perfect and Future Perfect Tense
17

18

41

19

20

Cohesion
21

22
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Year 5
17.7.20
Maths- Arithmetic and Review of Learning

Have a go at the daily flashback:
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Review of Learning
1

2

3

4
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5

Here is a shaded shape on a square grid.
Reflect the shape in the mirror line.

6

Here is a shape on a grid.
The shape is translated so that point A moves
to (7, 8).

Use a ruler.
Draw the shape in its new position.
Use a ruler.
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7

A triangle is translated from position A to
position B.

8

Here is part of a shape on a square grid.
Draw two more lines to make a shape which
has a line of symmetry.
Use a ruler.

Complete the sentence.
The triangle has
moved
and

squares to the
right
squares
down.
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9

Here is a shape on a grid.

10

Shade two squares and one triangle to make
this design symmetrical about the mirror line.

Complete the design so that it is
symmetrical about the mirror line.
Use a ruler.
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Music is all around us. Things all around us make different and interesting sounds, people use this to
create musical pieces.

Year Five
Friday 17th July 2020
Music- Found Sounds

Music can be composed using recorded sounds without needing traditional instruments.
Random sounds can be recorded and then pieced together to create interesting compositions using apps
and software.
Watch this film to see musicians Kid Carpet and Jules Stevenson make music from random objects with
a class of children. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5TH6KMaSkJI
STOMP is a physical theatre group who use the body and ordinary objects to create a performance using
rhythms, acrobatics and pantomime. Watch this performance where they use brooms to create sound.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tZ7aYQtIldg

Making found sounds
Found sounds can be collected anywhere - in your home, out on the street,
or even underwater.
You need a device to capture them on - like a phone, or digital recorder.
Jules Rawlinson is a composer who doesn't use pianos or violins. He can
make sounds from scraping a chair, banging cups or stretching masking
tape.
Look around the room that you are in. What could you make sounds with?
In the Found Sounds video, the students record the sound of a ball, a lock,
a man coughing. They even record the sound of underwater using a
hydrophone.
Activity 1- Collect sounds
Explore sounds around the home that
could be recorded. Anything that
moves or can safely be struck,
scraped or twanged can be
investigated. Sounds can be recorded
using a hand-held recorder, mobile
phone or digital camera.

Activity 2- Make a live performance
Organise the sounds in the software
so that they can be played at different
times to give a live performance. A
next step could be to play along with
an instrument. You could share your
performances or music with us on
twitter @GorseyY5 #gorseyfromhome

Music software
You will need some music
software to edit your
sounds. There is free
software available and your
teacher might be able to
help you choose some
software.
The sounds need to be taken
from your recording device
and put on your software.
In the film, they organise the
sounds into a rhythm. Low
short sounds are good for a
steady bass drum sound.
Challenge- Edit sounds
If you have music software, open your
music software and import your sound
files. Choose one of the sounds that
will make a good steady beat. Select
other sounds and add them to the mix
in different rhythms.
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Friday Challenge 5 - Afternoon Tea!
For this week’s Friday challenge, you are going to be creating your very own afternoon tea!
You can choose what you would like to include in your afternoon tea to share with your family. But traditionally there would
be a savoury element such as mini sandwiches, then some different sweet options such as scones and cakes - delicious!
Some links to recipes have been included or you can use your own if you would prefer. Don’t forget to lay them out
beautifully and decorating you table can make it look even more special!
Try to be as creative and inventive as you can, we’re going to be on the lookout for those star bakers!
Cupcakes
You can make your cupcakes any
flavour you like and then get really
creative with the decorations!
https://www.bbcgoodfood.com/recip
es/cupcakes

Decorating
You can decorate your table to make it look
even more amazing! You could use a
tablecloth, napkins, flowers, doilies or
placemats.

Sandwiches
There are so many fun
ways to get inventive
with your sandwiches.
Don’t forget to think
carefully about the
different fillings your
family will like to eat.

Scones
Scones are traditional part of
an afternoon tea; they are
delicious with jam and cream!
https://www.bbc.co.uk/food/reci
pes/tea_time_scones_77839

Don’t forget to take a photo of your fabulous afternoon tea and email us or tweet with the #gorseyfromhome
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